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An alien warrior breaks all the rules to protect his human mate.Ramses Ivanov never thought

heâ€™d find his mate, but when this alien warrior meets his new partner--a human cop on

Earth--everything changes. He canâ€™t resist her soft, sweet voice; or her almond-brown eyes and

killer curves. Dating your partner is strictly forbidden, but when it comes to his mate, all rules are

meant to be broken.Elise never really wanted to be a cop, and she certainly never wanted an

insufferable, frustrating asshole like Ramses as her partner. The sexy, pink-skinned alien swaggers

onto Earth like he owns the whole planet, and he looks at Elise with a cocky grin, like he owns her.

When a terrorist attack exposes Elise to a mysterious gas, the supercomputer that runs Earth tries

to kill her. Ramses knows of only one place that he can keep her safe--a planet no one is supposed

to land on...Atlantis. Heâ€™d go to hell and back to protect Elise, and it turns out that Atlantis is the

closest thing there is to hell. Ramses and Elise will have to become much more than partners if they

want to survive this ice-cold abyss--freeze to death, or find warmth in each other.Marauder Ramses

is the fourth book in the Mating Wars series, it features steamy sex, thrilling battles, and plenty of

romance. All books in this rock-hard science fiction series can be read as standalones, there are no

cliffhangers, and happily ever afters are guaranteed!
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MARAUDER RAMSES-MATING WARS BOOK 4-SUSPENSE AND STEAMY ROMANCEWHAT

YOUâ€™LL FIND IN THIS SCI-FI ROMANTIC STORY; cast of remarkable and engaging

characters, an unlikely friendship occurs, a bit of drama, spine-chilling suspense, horrific danger,

life-threatening incidents, sky-rocketing heart-pounding sensual romance, and a heart-warming

conclusion leaving you wanting more.HOW THEY MEET; Ramses is a peacekeeper, strikingly

handsome and son of Marauder Aegus. He has been sent to Earth to stop the Marauderâ€™s from

the lost ships from wreaking havoc or worse. Elise a cop has been assigned to Ramses as a partner

for his stay on earth. Eliseâ€™s beauty and sass captivate him and when she is targeted by

Harmony the intelligent supercomputer that controls earth he is catapulted into keeping her safe.

Taking her to Atlantis seemed like a great plan until horrific danger threatens them and protecting

her from the onslaught becomes paramount.ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC; This is an action packed

story and keeps you glued till the end with the intriguing plot, quick-witted dialogue, powerful vivid

scene descriptions and thrilling moments. I adored the relationship between Ramses and Elise;

Ramses is bossy and extremely protective but so is Elise a perfect match as they were totally

devoted to each other and their romance is filled with sizzling passion. The author does a fabulous

job showing the action and Harmony has her own brazen persona. This was a most entertaining

read and I loved it. If you treasure alien romance this is certainly a terrific book for your library. . In

the world of fantasy romance, the possibilities are endless, but always fascinating. Without

reservations, I recommend this book.

It is so well written that you could do nothing less than all the stars.I am afraid I did not care very

much for the ending.Anyone that do not mind small cliff hangers and loves paranormal romance.IT

WAS VERY, VERY GOOD.

Wow! This book was non-stop action from the start! I loved this incredibly vibrant world full of

interesting creatures from humans to aliens to artificial intelligence! I couldnâ€™t put the book

down!Elise is a strong heroine that doesnâ€™t take crap from no one. Ramses is a cocky (literally)

stubborn alien who acts like he owns the solar system. The two together are exciting and hilarious! I

loved their banter as well as their battle and sexy-time scenes!The only thing that gave me pause

was the quick acceptance of realizing Ramses and Elise are mates. Granted, this is my first read of

the series and it is the fourth book so I havenâ€™t read the beginning yet. This could be a normal

occurrence in the series. Iâ€™m definitely going to have to go back to the beginning and find



out!MARAUDER RAMSES is my first read by Aya Morningstar and I canâ€™t wait to read more! I

highly recommend this to any Sci-fi/Fantasy reader!

I received an ARC for an honest review. This series keeps getting better and better. These books

work off of each other but can be read as stand-alones (but more fun if you read the series). For

instance we met Ramses parents before and now see him all grown up. The Marauders are trying to

keep their race alive without war and the earlier Marauder Cygnus realized the humans were the

key to reaching the seraphim. There are still battles and betrayals and hostilities and so the

Peacekeepers are needed. But the story between Ramses and Elise is wonderful and steamy and

you won't want to put it down!! Can't wait for the next book either!!

This book is just as awesome as the previous ones? As usual the characters are interesting with a

strong personality and the romance is steamy. Each book that I read has only gotten better and

more exciting. Keep them coming because they are out of this world.

I really enjoyed this book. Very well written and detailed it was easy to lose myself in the story. I got

the first book in the series free and enjoyed it so much I had to get this book too. Could have lived

without the whole spider incident. Creepy.

Her series continues to be exciting reading! Her characters are going have you laughing and

keeping you engaged in the story. Plenty of action and steamy scenes too. So check out for yourself

and enjoy it too!!ðŸ‘•ðŸ‘•ðŸ‘•ðŸ‘•ðŸ‘•ðŸ•µðŸ“–ðŸ’ŸðŸ˜˜ðŸ˜•ðŸ”ŸðŸ”ŸðŸ”ŸðŸ”ŸðŸ”ŸðŸ™Œ

Nope! Love these characters and all the Teal going on!! LoL! Seriously give this entire series a try.

I've been enjoying the TEAL out of it! Am waiting for the next one!! If you like alpha alien shifters

and their strong women mates, you will enjoy this!
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